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Description :

Advantages :

# 4029

DETAILING CLAY CLOTH

Instructions :

Auto-Chem ®

CLAY WIPECLAY WIPE

The latest innovation in paint decontamination technology is the Clay Wipe from 
Auto-Chem; this detailing clay cloth easily held in hand, safely eliminates pollutants 
ingrained in contaminated surfaces.

This innovative Clay Wipe is a positive alternative to the traditional clay bar, faster, 
efficient, economical and will last for more than 30 vehicles. Clay Wipe is made of 
"elastic polymer media" which mould the hand to decontaminate any surface. It can be 
used over and over again, even if dropped on the floor, dust falls off when left it in a 
bucket of water for a few hours.

1. Always work on a cool surface, not in direct sunlight

2. Wash vehicle very well to loosen surface dirt. Clay Wipe should always be used on freshly washed clean surfaces. Otherwise, 
dirt on the surface could cause scratches. 

3. Work on areas of about 1 square meter, begin at the top and work your way down towards the bottom of the car. Lightly mist 
the surface with SHOW ROOM  Wax Clean & Shine nº 604-032 or use ULTRA BRITE Concentrated Car Wash nº 801-032 mixed 
with water. Glide the detailing clay cloth across the lubricated area with out putting any excessive pressure until finish is smooth 
and contaminants are removed.

4. Wipe the surface with a clean microfiber towel.  

5. Continue in sections until the entire vehicle is completed.

After claying the surface, you have two options. If the vehicle's paint is in like-new condition (good paint gloss and no swirls), you 
can finish by applying POLY GLAZE Polymers Liquide Wax nº 600-016 or CRYSTAL SEAL Correcting Sealant nº 680-016. If the 
finish shows any swirls or scratches, polish with HSF 2 finishing Cut Advanced Compound nº 672-032 or a HSF 3 Advanced 
finishing Glaze nº 673-032 and then apply a final coat of wax or paint sealant.

- Faster than regular clay bar.
- Removes contamination from brake dust, overspray, tar and tree sap
- Great for all surfaces such as, paint, windows and chrome.
- Safe for body shops.
- Will last for more than 30 cars.

Your vehicle paint is assaulted every minute by air contaminants and pollutants. Even after thorough washing, you will notice the 
number of contaminants still present on the paint of your car by putting your hand in a plastic bag and gently pressing your 
fingers on the surface of the paint. If you experience a grainy texture, it must be decontaminated. These pollutants are brake and 
train rail dust, paint overspray, tar, tree sap and industrial fall out.

n° 4029     Clay Wipe size 30X30cm      packaging plastic clam shell 

Technical note: the Clay Wipe will not restore scratches and oxidized paint. A shiny finish will be achieved only by polishing the 
paint after decontamination. Polishing only is not enough to eliminate any contamination on paint, which will affect the adhesion 
and durability of a sealant or wax.


